
 

 
Huge thanks for purchasing the tutorial; 
 

EFColor Low Temp Enamel - Stencils and Silkscreens  
  

 
 
This tutorial is a combination of step-out photographs and a video.   
 
Be sure to read the contents page carefully so you know what's included and also be 
sure to check out the Introduction Page as it contains important information about this 
tutorial. 
 
 
  



 

 
 
 
 

LICENCE RESTRICTIONS 
 
This tutorial is for your personal use only.  You have paid to learn this 
information for yourself. 
 
Please do not share or copy any information in the PDF. 
 
I would also ask this technique not be shown or demonstrated at any clay 
retreats/events or within guilds.  I know it’s incredibly tempting to share when 
people ask, but the simple answer could be:  I learnt this from Debbie’s 
tutorial; perhaps you could visit her website and purchase this for yourself. 
 
Thanks so much for your understanding. 
 
To navigate this PDF simply type the page number you want into the search bar 
and hit enter. 
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TOOLS AND MATERIALS 

To create our polymer clay pieces 
 
Pasta machine 
Ceramic tile 
Tissue blade 
Acrylic rod 
Shape cutters 
Calico fabric 
Baking paper 
Acrylic sheet 
Small circle cutter  
 
To create EFColor surface treatments 
 
EFColor powder in a variety of colours 
Aluminium mesh 
Small sifters 
Small scoops 
Paint brush 
Scrap paper 
Paper towel or rags 
Stencils 
Moiko Coarse Mesh Silkscreens 
Small containers with lids 
Mask 
 
All specialist tools and materials for working with EFColor powders are explained in 
detail in the bulk of the PDF tutorial. 
 
 
 



 

TUTORIAL INTRODUCTION 

Huge thanks again for purchasing this tutorial. 

I've been working with EFColor Low Temp Enamel powders for about 6 months now 

and have explored working with stencils and silk-screens quite extensively. 

Would you believe I actually got "enamel elbow" (well that's what I called it) because I 

was working in the studio so obsessed that I didn't take regular breaks etc.  Please 

make sure you don't do what I did!! 

I'll be sharing all my findings relating to stencils and silk-screens with you in this 

tutorial - woohoo!! 

There are many other ways you can use these powders but that's a whole other tutorial 

- way too much for the one tutorial that's for sure. This tutorial will focus primarily on 

using silk-screens and stencils. 

Please make sure to read the contents page carefully so you know what's included.  

There is lots of important information on every page so it's good to have an 

understanding of what you'll be learning. 

I will be working predominantly with cured clay (the video shows cured clay only) but I 

have a few samples of raw clay which you can find in the bulk of the tutorial (again 

check contents page). 

My clay is all flat (no curved surfaces to be found). 

Always, always, always wear a mask!  This is powdered resin! 

I must say a huge thanks for your support in purchasing this tutorial and I hope you 

find this one full of information and inspiration. 

Let me know if you need any help at all. 

Love Deb 

 

  



 

WHAT IS EFCOLOR LOW TEMP ENAMEL? 
 
From the information I can gather online, together with written information sent to me 
when I ordered this product I can safely tell you: 
 

 EFColor Low Temp Enamelling Powder is a powdered resin product which cures 
to a hard, glossy finish in the oven at 150 degrees Celsius. It can be used on metal, 
glass, wood, porcelain, ceramic, stone, polymer clay and other materials. 

 
 According to the official EFColor instruction booklet there are 29 opaque colours, 

4 neon colours, 4 transparent colours, 2 metallic colours, 5 texture colours and 5 
glitters. 

 
 You can purchase the product in either 10ml or 25ml containers. 

 
 There are a range of associated tools which you can purchase as well. 

 
There are other low temp enamel powders on the market but I'll be using EFColor 
exclusively in this tutorial. 
 

  



 

COLOUR SAMPLES 

 

Create a range of colour samples for the colours you purchase.  I created these and put 

them in a file but my next job is to create more and glue onto the lids of each 

container….much easier I think. I also used a range of coloured clay bases - not sure if 

this was necessary.  I would only do black and white in future. 

  



 

INTERESTING FACTS I'VE LEARNED ABOUT EFCOLOR LOW TEMP ENAMELS! 
 
Note:  I'm only including things which are relevant to the silkscreen and stencil process. 
 

 You can use stencils on both raw and cured clay (my preference however is 
cured). 

 
 Silkscreens work beautifully on cured clay.  I had good success also with uncured 

clay.  You'll find everything related to raw clay on Page 30 - 39.  
  
 Once EFColor is cured at the correct temperature it forms a permanent bond with 

polymer clay.  I've tried scratching this stuff off and it really sticks!!  
 

 The powder is ultra fine and small particles will "fly" very easily.  This is why it's 
so important to wear a mask (and gloves if you're especially sensitive). 

 
 EFColor powder has a tendency to "stick" to itself.  For example during stencil 

application, when the stencil is removed and turned over the powder will not 
move until it's encouraged to (ie you have to tap the stencil to get the powder to 
fall off).  This is a great point to remember. 

 
 You can sand this product. 

 
 Other powders can be mixed into EFColor to create custom effects. 

 
 EFColor powders can be mixed together to create new colours. 

 
 Different effects can be created depending on the level of coverage on your piece. 

I found a thick coat is needed to create a super glossy finish. 
 

 EFColor must reach 150 degrees celcius to cure properly.  If the EFColor coating 
is under temp it will have a sticky feel to it (this was my experience). 

 
 If I make a mistake and mess up my stencil I can simply wash the powder off my 

work and start again. 
 

 I can create a multiple stencil/silkscreen surface. 
  



 

HOW DO I STORE MY EFCOLOR POWDER? 
 
As I mentioned the powders come in either 10ml or 25ml containers. I found the 
smaller containers to have lids which were incredibly difficult to get off.  In fact I spilt 
powder everywhere when I took the lid off the very first container.  Trying to swap the 
plain lid for the little mesh lid was almost impossible for me to do without even more 
spillage. 
 

 
 

I also wanted to scoop some of the powders out and found this quite difficult with the 
little container. 
 
Time to swap containers!! 
 
I purchased some clear plastic containers and made the swap.  It was easy to remove 
the sticky label from the old container and place onto the new ones.  I also made sure to 
write the name of each colour on the lid.  I ended up with more colours than containers 
so just used some small ones I had in the studio.  I like the uniformity of the containers 
but you certainly don't have to purchase new ones if you have something on hand you 
can use already. 



 

 
 
 

 



 

WHAT TOOLS DO I NEED? 
 
You can buy a whole range of associated tools to go with your EFColor powder.  I 
decided to try and use what I had on hand or thought I would get creative and make my 
own.  This worked quite well for me.  The more I explored the powder the more I 
understood how it worked.  This then helped me understand what tools worked best 
for what I wanted to do. 
 
Enamel Sifter 
 
My very first suggestion would be to make a sifter.  
 
Because I ended up changing my containers, the small sifter lids were no longer usable 
for what they were intended for.  They were however, very awesome to use to create 
my own sifters.  Having a hand held sifter was a game changer for me as I had way 
more control of how much powder I was using and where it was placed.   
 

 
 

These are purchased sifters which can be found easily online. 



 

 
 
These are my hand made sifters.   It was simply a matter of wrapping some wire around 
the lid and then forming the excess wire into a handle.  This worked perfectly. 
 



 

 
 

The small sifter on the right has a double layer of mesh for a finer flow of powder. 
 

  



 

 
 

I had success making a sifter using the mesh from a coffee filter (I'm not sure of the 
exact name for these but you can see clearly from the pic what they are).   
 
I found there are different sizes of mesh in these filters too so that was a bonus.   
 
This sifter came in incredibly handy when I wanted a super fine sift of powder on the 
surface - perfect! 
  



 

Catchers 
 

 

I also made sure to have on hand some "catchers".  These were simply small, round 
containers with lids approximately 8cm in diameter.  Some larger "catchers" also come 
in handy for larger polymer pieces. 
 
These are simply used with the aluminium mesh to catch any wayward powders.  You'll 
see how they work in the video. 
 
  



 

Aluminium Mesh 

 
 

I also found it incredibly easy to use this mesh to sit my work on when applying 
powder.  This is aluminium flyscreen and is a very firm mesh which can be manipulated 
in many ways (as you can see).  This product was much easier to use for silkscreen and 
stencil application.  I also found I wasted less powder using this mesh over a "catcher" 
and the back of my pieces stayed much cleaner than when I sat my work on paper.   
 
I found this product to be something I could never do without.   



 

 
 
You can see from the set up above how easy it is going to be to apply powder to these 
pieces.  The powder will simply fall through the mesh and I can choose the appropriate 
"catcher" to pop underneath which means all my excess powder is saved.   
 
I found this process so much easier than working on paper or on a little frame where 
the powder would collect on paper underneath.  I was able to remove my piece from 
the mesh very easily and there was literally no clean up of powder as it all collected in 
the "catcher" underneath.  I used a tissue blade or pallet knife to pick up my work and 
then simply brushed the excess powder from the mesh.   
 
The mesh also made it easy to transport pieces to and from my curing tile in the oven.   
  



 

Additional Tools 
 

 
 
Additional tools I found useful were: 
Scrap paper 
Tissue blades 
Soft paintbrush 
Small scoops 
Scrafitto tools 
Please also don't forget a mask - this is a resin product so take care. 
  



 

WHAT STENCILS DO I USE?  
 
I discovered there are a few things to consider when choosing what type of silkscreen 
or stencil to use with your EFColor powder and polymer clay. 
 
In this tutorial I'm working with earrings so my polymer clay components are fairly 
small.  It was important to consider the type of stencil I used to achieve a nice design on 
my piece. 
 
There are literally hundreds of different stencils available to purchase from a range of 
different materials.  You could also consider making your own.  I'm going to start with 
purchased stencils.   
 
If you note the image below (left) you'll see 3 stencils with very different designs.  One 
of the stencils has a very large design and the other two fairly small.  I would tend to 
lean towards a smaller stencil design but it's probably a good idea to play around and 
see what you like.  There is certainly no right or wrong here.   
 
I would look for clear stencils so I can see where my design is going to be situated on 
my component, it's not essential though. 
 

 
 
You can see from the image (above right) you won't see much of the stencil design as 
the piece is too small to accept the full design.  Portions of it may be interesting so move 
your stencil around until you're happy with how it looks.  I prefer to use a stencil with a 
smaller design as in the examples below. 



 

 
Some stencils can be positioned on your piece so you can capture small sections which 
look great.  
 
You can also create a "reverse stencil" where you use either a paper/wood/plastic cut 
out as in the image below.  It's important to consider how you will remove this once the 
powder has been applied.  You'll note I've positioned the piece so that I can simply pick 
up the stem of the leaf and remove that way. You may come up with some of your own 
ways to remove these products. 
 

  



 

MAKING YOUR OWN STENCILS  
 
You can make your own stencils very easily and there are some great advantages to 
doing this. 
 

 You can use a range of materials to make your stencils which can be very 
inexpensive. 

 You are going to be the only person in the world with that design.   
 You can also custom create your stencils for the shape/design of the component 

you're working with.   

 

The above stencils are created by using a paper punch on acetate. 

 

A soldering iron has been used to create this stencil. 



 

WHAT SILKSCREENS DO I USE? 

I'll be using Moiko Silk-screens, in particular the coarse mesh screens in this tutorial. 

These screens work beautifully with a variety of powders, in particular EFColor 

powder.   

I've left the following images quite large so you can see the detail in them.  The coarse 

mesh screen will allow more powder to "sift" through onto the clay creating a more 

pronounced design. 

 

Moiko Coarse Mesh Screen 



 

 

Moiko Silkscreen (fine mesh) 

By all means, try other silk-screens and see how you get on.  I'm simply stating the 

coarse mesh screens are my preference.  

  



 

LET'S WORK ON CURED CLAY FIRST 
 
CREATING A CURED POLYMER BASE TO ACCEPT EFCOLOR POWDERS 
 
I like to create a range of shapes for my base pieces and can do this ahead of time so 
when it comes to enamelling time, I can simply grab what I need from my cured clay 
stash…easy peasy! 
 
I also like my cured clay pieces to be finished to perfection before I start.  I'm not a fan 
of sanding so I have come up with a way to create a beautifully finished piece before it 
even goes in the oven.  No sanding, no drilling - simply yummy cured clay ready to 
enamel. 
 

 
 
Step 1:  Condition some clay and run through the pasta machine on the second thickest 
setting.   
 
Step 2:  Choose some shape cutters for your earrings.  I'm working with old metal circle 
cutters which I have shaped to create "slumped ovals".  These are by far my favourite 
shapes to use and no-one else in the world has these same shapes. 
 



 

 
 
Step 3:  Cut two shapes and remove from the work surface with a tissue blade. 
 

 
 
Step 4:  Smooth over all the edges so you have a rounded edge to your component. 
Smooth over on the front and back to soften all the sharp edges.  
 



 

 
 
Step 5:  Place the piece on a piece of calico (to texture the back) making sure they are a mirror image 
to each other.  Pop some baking paper over and then an acrylic sheet.  Press down firmly and evenly 
all over.  This will flatten your pieces slightly, will remove all the finger prints on the top side and will 
texture the reverse.  Your edges will be smooth and slightly domed. 

 

 
 
Step 6:  Remove the acrylic sheet and baking paper carefully.  Cut out a thread hole with 
a small circle cutter.  I'm using a cocktail straw and skewer. Leave the pieces on the 
calico for this step. 



 

 

 
 
Step 7:  Press your straw into the clay and twist.  Remove the straw, push the skewer 
through the straw to reveal the small piece of clay and remove it from the skewer. 

 
 
Step 8:  Neaten the thread hole on the reverse side with a smoothing tool and place 
your work on a ceramic tile covered with calico.  I like to cure on calico because it 
doesn't warp in the oven, I don't get shiny spots on the back of my tile and I don't end 
up with small pockets of air which cause teeny lumps and bumps.  The back and sides 
end up perfect. Cure following the manufacturers recommendations. 
 



 

 
 

Create a range of shapes in a variety of colours.   
  



 

TIME TO INTRODUCE THE INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO 
 
It's at this point in time I'll pop the video into the tutorial. 
 
I wanted you to have a bit of an understanding on these powders and the tools and 
materials I'm using prior to watching the video so you understand the process a little 
better. 
 
The video will cover the following: 
 

 An overview of my work surface  
 Applying one EFColor powder to cured clay. 
 Creating a speckled effect 
 Two colour fade  
 Sifting two colours at once  
 Simple stencil on cured clay base  
 Speckled stencil on speckled base  
 Moiko coarse mesh silkscreen on cured clay base  
 Working with a paper resist 
 Finished pieces  

 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJI9w2IxgAw 
 
Simply click on the link above to access the video.  
 
If you have any questions regarding the video please message me and I'll help out the 
best I can. 
 
On the following pages you'll find step out photographs on how to use this product with 
raw clay.   
 
  



 

EFCOLOR POWDERS AND STENCILS ON RAW CLAY 

EFColor powders work well on raw clay but the finish will be quite different (in my 
opinion) to what can be achieved working on cured clay.   
 
Powder will stick to the raw clay surface incredibly well but that means it will also stick 
to the back and the sides equally as well.   
 
This can be quite problematic if you're just wanted to create a specific design on the 
front of your piece.   
 
Let me share a simple way to create an enamelled pattern on the front of raw polymer 
clay with a stencil. 
 

 

Step 1:  Condition some raw clay and run through the pasta machine on the second 

thickest setting.  Cut two shapes and smooth off all edges on both the front and the back 

of the piece.   



 

 

Step 2:  Pop these shapes onto a piece of baking paper and then cover with baking 

paper.  Smooth over the front and the back of the piece so the clay is well adhered to 

the paper.  Remove the top piece of baking paper. By burnishing your raw clay to a 

sheet of baking paper it should help avoid getting powder on the underside of your 

work. 

 

Step 3:  Place a stencil on top then pick up some EFColor powder on a soft brush.  Dab 

this over the surface of your clay.  Add one or two more colours and fill the entire area 

where you can see raw clay. Use your finger lastly to press the powder into the clay. 



 

 

Step 4:  Pick up the stencil with the clay and paper backing attached and hold over a piece of scrap 

paper or small rubbish bin.  Tap on the side of the piece and the excess powder will fall away.  

 

Step 5:  Remove the stencil carefully and pop the clay with backing paper attached into 

the over to cure.  By avoiding moving these pieces from the paper, you will be able to 

create a neat backing with no powder attached.   

 



 

This will need to cure following the manufacturers recommendations.  If you're 

working with a brand of clay which needs to be cured less than 150 degrees Celsius, 

cure for the allocated time then turn up the temp to 150 to ensure the EFColor powder 

is well cured also. 

 

Because such a fine layer of powder has been used you'll simply get a low sheen to your 

powders as opposed to a high gloss with a heavy coating.  I quite like this effect - it's 

something different. 

  



 

USING STENCILS AS A STAMP ON RAW CLAY 

 

 

 
 Create your shapes with smooth edges and place on calico.  
 Cover with your stencil, some baking paper and finally an acrylic sheet.  Press down firmly. 
 Remove the acrylic sheet and baking paper and position your shapes on some scrap paper. 
 Put some powder on your fingers and rub this over the surface of the clay to highlight some of 

the areas.  It really is up to you how much or how little powder you pop on the surface.  Brush 
away the excess. Cure for min 30 minutes (remember you have to cure the clay as well as the 
powder). 

  



 

WORKING WITH EFCOLOR POWDERS AND SILKSCREENS ON RAW CLAY 
 

I tried two different application methods when I started using silk-screens with raw 
clay.  It's really not my preference for a number of reasons.  Let me share the images 
with you and a brief description of what I did and then will give you my conclusions.  
 
This is my first sample 
 

 
 

I cut out two shapes, smoothed off all the edges, popped on some baking paper and 
smoothed  on both sides. 
 
I removed the top sheet of baking paper and placed the silkscreen on top of the raw 
clay. 
 
I then sprinkled the powder on top (dark blue and dark red) and used a brush and then 
my finger tips to move it around so the powder would stick to the clay. 



 

The next step was to remove the silkscreen.  This proved slightly problematic as it had 
stuck in a couple of areas to the raw clay.  This was because I had used my fingers on 
top of the silkscreen to try and blend my colours. 
 

 
 

Once the silkscreen was removed I could see the pattern quite clearly but I had lots of 
excess powder I had to now try and remove from around my pieces. 
 
I shook them carefully over some scrap paper and the excess fell away but I still had 
quite a build up on the edges.   
 
The amount of powder which fell through on to the clay was minimal which meant I 
wasn't going to get a super glossy surface on these ones.  That's not an issue at all but 
because the coating was hit and miss I knew I would have some areas glossier than 
others. 
 



 

 
 
You'll note the mesh marks on this piece.  This happened when I smoothed over the 
powder with my fingers.  
 
  



 

This is my second sample 
 

 
 

 
 

 I created two earring shapes (raw clay) and popped them onto some mesh over 
my blue catcher.   

 I then sat the silkscreen on top and sprinkled some pigeon blue and cognac 
powder over.  I could see some of the powder had fallen through the mesh but 
quite a bit of it stayed on the surface. 

 



 

I had to press my screen down slightly so it would sit on the raw clay nicely and and 
this caused the screen to stick in some areas which didn't allow much powder to fall 
through. 
 
I then had to remove the silkscreen without upsetting my design and this was 
problematic as some of the silkscreen had stuck to the raw clay.  I ended up getting the 
screen removed but the surface wasn't very nice looking.   
 
My next issue was trying to remove the clay cleanly from the mesh with my tissue blade 
and pop it into the oven.  My clay was raw so was slightly sticky which meant a little of 
my powder smudged.  It was at this point I gave up.   
 
I spread the powders around on the clay with my fingers, added a bit of white and 
cured this.  Hmmm I wasn't a fan, needless to say, these pieces ended up in my scrap 
bin. 
 
Note:  my preference is definitely working with cured clay but I have been able to 

achieve some really nice effects on raw clay as well.  It really does depend on the look 

you're going for so keep an open mind when working with this product and remember 

there are so many different ways you can use EFColor powders. 

  



 

WORKING WITH A PAPER RESIST 
 

 
 
Step 1:  Begin by creating your shapes and curing them (follow the instructions at the beginning of the 
tutorial for creating cured shapes).  Cut out a simple shape from copy paper and position on your 
cured clay.  Carefully sprinkle a layer of powder on your piece making sure to leave clear paper in the 
middle .  

 

 
 
Step 2:  Follow with one or two more colours if you like again leaving some paper free 
of powder. 



 

 
 
Step 3:  Wad up a bit of blue tac and press carefully to the paper making sure not to 
move it around too much.  Moving the paper will distort the powder around the edges. 
 

 
 

Step 4:  Lift the paper off carefully and cure your powder coating for 3 - 5 minutes at 
150 degrees celcius. 
 
  



 

 
 
Small paper flowers were used as a resist for these pieces.  I first created a speckled 
background of dark red and white.  
This is my second attempt as the first time I sprinkled the turquoise powder I covered 
the paper completely.  I tried to lift the paper with some blue tac but it simply lifted the 
powder and made a mess everywhere.   
 

 
I smudged the last flower as you can see in the image above right.  
 



 

 
 

I used a very fine paintbrush to remove the excess powder from the design.  This was 
then cured at 150 degrees celcius for 3 - 5 minutes. 
 

 
 

  
 
 



 

 
You can also use pliers to pick up your paper resist pieces so long as you have an area 
of the paper extending over the edge of your clay.  This will allow easy pick up but just 
make sure to use a steady hand. 
 

 
 

 
 

  



 

WORKING WITH A WOODEN CUTOUT RESIST 
 
There are lots of different products available which can be used as a resist or reverse 
stencil.  
 
Small wooden cuts outs work beautifully.  There are varying thicknesses of wood so I 
always make sure to keep a look out for those that are relatively thin.  They seem to 
work the best for me. 
 

 
 
It's a simple matter of placing the wooden shape on your cured clay making sure you 
have enough of a "tail" to remove the piece once your powder has been applies.   
 
Sift your powder on top, remove the wooden cut out carefully and cure your powder. 



 

 
 

I wasn't a fan of my finished piece - maybe too much of the bare clay showing through - 
not sure, really just didn't like this one.  
 
I decided to pop it back into the oven to reheat the powder.  It's at this point you can 
apply foils to the surface to create a metallic look.  
 

 
 

Once the piece was hot enough I removed it from the oven and with gloved hands, 
popped the foils on the surface and patted over the entire area to adhere the foils.  This 
was then left to cool completely and then the foil paper removed. 
 



 

 
 

These two pieces turned out beautifully. 
  



 

WHAT HAPPENS IF I MESS UP MY POWDER COATING? 
 
 
 

 
 
This is a super easy fix, especially on cured piece.   You can simply recycle the powder, 
wash and dry your piece and it's ready to try again. 
  



 

SANDING EFCOLOR 

Sanding EFColor is possible to do after the product has been cured. 
 
I like to sand around the edges of my pieces as it can create a nice little border to 
complement the colour of the powder and clay used.  It's simply another way you can 
create a different look. 
 
I also like to sand the edges to create a neat finish.  This removes those little wayward 
powders that end up on the edges and is a simple fix. 
 
To sand the edges and to create a border first start with 400 gritt wet and dry 
sandpaper.  Sand until you can see you've removed all the excess powders then finish 
with 600 gritt sandpaper.  When you are finished sanding, clean in fresh water and dry 
well.  Buff slightly with a soft cloth. 
 

 
This is before sanding. 



 

 
And this is after sanding. 

 

 
The piece on the left has had a border sanded around it. 



 

 
 
It's also possible to sand the surface of your cured EFColor powder.  A thick coating is 
quite difficult because there is so much powder to try and sand but the pieces above 
were raw clay coated with a very light dusting of EFColor powder and then cured.  Once 
the piece was cooled I was able to sand quite a bit from the surface following the 
process explained previously. 
  



 

LET'S RECAP  
 

 EFColor powders can be used on both raw clay and cured clay.   
 

 Remember I was specifically working with stencils and silkscreens in this 
tutorial.   

 
 Experiment with different ways to apply the powder. 

 
 Try and salvage whatever powder you can and be mindful of wastage. 

 
 Create a range of cured clay pieces so you can plan a day of enamelling without 

having to worry about spending time creating more work. 
 

 Remember when working with raw clay and EFColor powders you need to cure 
your work for more than 3-5 minutes (I've forgotten many times).  Always a 
minimum of 30-40 in my opinion. 

 
 Think about how you can create your own tools. 

 
 Do some colour samples for the powders you have on hand. 

 
 The colour of raw clay you use will directly affect the colour of your finished 

piece (ie if you coat both black and white clay with a thin coating of dark red 
powder they will look completely different when cured).  

 
 Take photos of colour combinations you create and really like for future 

reference. 
 

 Also take photos of colour combinations you don't like so you know not to use 
them again. 

 
 I've only had good success with Moiko Coarse Mesh Silkscreens. 

 
 You can sand thin coatings of EFColor powder. 

 
 There are lots of other ways these powders can be used but that will be other 

tutorials in the future. 
 



 

You'll find a range of inspiration images on the following pages!! 
 
 

 

                                                                                  



 

                  
 

 



 

 
 

 
  



 

 



 

 

 



 

 
 
 

Huge thanks for your support. 
 

Love Deb  
 


